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ABSTRACT
We present a user supported tracking framework that combines au-
tomatic tracking and extended user input to create error free track-
ing results that are suitable for interactive video production. The
goal of our approach is hereby to keep the necessary user input
as small as possible. In our framework, the user can select between
different tracking algorithms and if he/she wants automatically fuse
the results of different trackers with our robust fusion approach.
The tracked object can be marked in more than one frame, which
can significantly improve the tracking result. After tracking, the
user can validate the results in an easy way, thanks to the support
of a powerful interpolation technique. The tracking results are in-
teractively improved until the complete track has been found. After
the interactive editing process, the tracking result of each object is
stored in an external file in order to create the interactive video.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analy-
sis—Tracking; H.5.1 [Information Interface and presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems—Hypertext navigation and maps

General Terms
Computer Vision

Keywords
interactive tracking, interactive video

1. INTRODUCTION
Interactive videos in which objects can be clicked by the user have
many advantages over ordinary videos, as they allow users to get
additional information about video content in a simple and intu-
itive way. This makes them interesting for many different appli-
cations in the field of advertisement, entertainment and education.
For example, educational videos can contain additional sources of
knowledge inside the interactive content, or promotional videos can

include invisible advertisement that appears on demand, i.e. when
the user is interested.

At the same time, the development of new devices like computers,
tablets or Smart TVs generalizes the concept of video watching to
a more interactive relation where the user gets more involved. In
the current state of the technology however, the production of such
videos is challenging and time consuming, as each object has to
be marked in each frame where it is visible. While an obvious
solution would be to employ an automatic tracking algorithm to
follow the objects in the sequence, this proves to be unreliable in
practice as the state-of-the-art tracking algorithms cannot deal with
many kind of situations like fast movements or drastic appearance
changes. Comparison papers [10] have shown that state of the art
tracking approaches are still very error-prone and their reliability
depends strongly on the video sequence. Hence, even if we use
automatic object tracking approaches there can be a lot of manual
postprocessing work necessary to fix tracking errors.

In this work we look into this problem and aim to create a semi-
automatic tracking approach that minimizes the human effort nec-
essary for creating interactive videos. From the perspective of the
tracking problem this means that we want to create error free track-
ing results, suitable for interactive videos, with as little user input
as possible. This contrasts with the standard approach where the
goal is to automatically produce the best possible tracking result
for a minimal user input (usually one object bounding box in the
very first frame).

Figure 1 shows a possible guideline for our semi-automatic track-
ing pipeline. Our paper contains several important contributions:
First, we show that reliable tracking results cannot be achieved by
automatic trackers and some kind of user interaction is required
when a perfect result is mandatory. We therefore investigate ways
to guarantee perfect tracking results while minimizing the human
effort for interactive video production. We analyze the possibilities
offered by having user input over multiple frames. We present a
method for fusing the results of independent trackers and show in
our evaluation that the fusion outperforms the best trackers. We
suggest a new way of evaluating the robustness of trackers by com-
paring their outputs depending on the number of input frames. For
the user interface, we present a new validation tool based on motion
interpolation that drastically reduces the time required to validate a
tracking result.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews the re-
lated work in terms of automatic tracking methods and user-supported
methods. The tracking itself is discussed in Section 3. Section 4



Figure 1: A guideline for our semi-automatic tracking pipeline.
The user can iteratively improve the tracking result, by setting
additional tracking boxes at frames where tracking failed or by
tracking with additional algorithms.

describes our user interface, and Section 5 presents the results of
our evaluation. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
In the last years a lot of effort was put into creating full-automatic
object tracking approaches. An overview can be found in overview
publications like [12, 4] or tracking evaluation publications like
[10, 11]. By contrast, only very few publications addressed the
problem of semi automatic tracking, although full automatic track-
ing is still not reliable enough for many practical applications. One
semi automatic framework is presented by Bertolino et al. [2].
Their approach is based on the segmentation of objects. The user’s
task is to initialize the segmentation and to correct it if it gets er-
roneous over time. To fulfill the task the application provides the
user several frame based editing tools. Similar segmentation-based
semi-automatic tracking approaches can be found in [13] and [5].
These approaches are only useful if an exact object segmentation
is needed, as the segmentation of objects needs much more human
effort. In contrast, we use a bounding based box approach where
the objects are defined by rectangular boxes as in the vast majority
of automatic tracking methods.

3. TRACKING WITH EXTENDED INPUT
In this section we describe our automatic tracking approach that
can create clearly better tracking results than common approaches,
whenever there is extended user input available. Usually, tracking
algorithms only use one user set object bounding box at the first
frame as input. This gives the tracker only the minimal information
necessary for tracking. In contrast, our approach can use additional
bounding boxes at arbitrary frames. Setting a few more bounding
boxes boxes is of no big effort for the user but can improve track-
ing results, significantly. Furthermore, the tracking algorithm is not
fixed in our approach, but the user can rather select a specific track-
ing algorithm depending on his/her experience and the sequence at
hand. Moreover and more importantly, the user can select more

than one algorithm for tracking. The results of the tracking algo-
rithms can then be fused automatically (Section 3.4) or manually
(Section 4).

3.1 Tracking methods
As no automatic tracking methods performs good for all kind of se-
quences [10], we implemented several different methods with dif-
ferent strengths and weaknesses. We divide them into two groups:
General methods and specialized methods that beat the general
methods in special situations.

General methods. The general tracking methods we implemented
are P-Channel [9], a modified version of the MILTrack algorithm [1]
with HAAR and HOG features, Visual Tracking Decomposition
(VTD) [8] and Circulant Structure with Kernels (CSK) [6].

We use HAAR and HOG features together in the MILTrack classi-
fier as we found this to work in average better than one feature type
only. Additionally, we use for MilTrack and P-Channel a particle
based motion model similar to [7], which gives better robustness
than a simple motion model. In order to avoid a tedious parameter
tuning, the particle motion model has a spread that is relative to the
object size. We deal with unusual high accelerations by using two
different spread variances, with 50% of the particles, each. The
bigger variance can handle high accelerations, while the smaller
one avoids drifting because of high particle density with low accel-
eration. This method is similar to the dual motion model of [8].

Figure 2: A simple blob tracker can beat advanced trackers
with static background. Note: We do not show the full images.

Specialized methods. We implemented two specialized meth-
ods. The first one is a color based tracker that is extremely reliable
if background and foreground consist of different colors. The sec-
ond one is a blob tracker that works only with static background.
The blob tracker can track many small and fast objects (see Fig-
ure 2), where other generic trackers completely fail.

3.2 Benefiting of additional preset frames
There are several ways to benefit from more than one user set frame
in a tracking sequence. Simply resetting the tracking box when
tracking through a preset frame already can avoid long term track-
ing failure as can be seen in Figure 3b. Furthermore, between two
user set frames it is also possible to track the first half forward and
the second half backward (Figure 3d), which further reduces the
amount of tracking failures.

An even better strategy is to track the sequence completely forward
and backward first, and fuse the results of the two tracking direc-
tions after tracking (Figure 3e). Because of the different temporal



Figure 3: Different tracking strategies. a) One starting frame
only b) Forward c) Backward d) Half forward and backward
e) Forward and backward with fusion. Blue is the object move-
ment, orange and yellow are forward and backward tracked
segments and green are fused/“reliable” segments.

tracking directions it is very unlikely that the trackers of both di-
rections follow the same wrong tracking path. The reason can be
seen in Figure 4. If the forward tracker looses the object (1a,1b) on
the path 1a→2b it is of course possible to loose it with backward
tracking as well, but the same wrong path 2b is impossible for the
backward tracker. Only in the unlikely situation that the wrong path
gets back to the correct one like in 3b and the backward tracker also
decides for that path both paths are identical.

Figure 4: Tracking paths. Only the correct path 1b and the
unlikely path 3b can be tracked forward as well as backward.

Therefore, if the overlap (Equation 3) of the tracking boxes of both
tracking directions is for a frame above a threshold α we assume
that both tracking boxes roughly match the bounding box of the
tracked object. The fused result at such a frame is set to the av-
erage tracking box of both directions and the frame is marked as
“reliable”. If the overlap is below α we assume that at least the
tracking result of one direction must be erroneous and we have to
decide which of them. For frames that lie between a user set frame
and a “reliable” frame we choose the tracking direction from left
to right to be more reliable. For frames between a “reliable” frame
and a user set frame the direction from right to left. The reason is
that we know for the preferred direction that the error is zero at the
user set frame and small at the “reliable” frame, while it is big at
the user set frame and small at the “reliable“ frame for the other
direction. So the direction where the error is small at both ends is
clearly the better one.

It can also happen that a non “reliable” frame lies between two re-
liable frames. Here, it is more difficult to find a measure for the

better tracking direction, as we have no user set frame at hand. We
tried to use the internal rating value of the tracker, that is used to
find the object, to decide which direction is better. However, this
turned out to be not very reliable, which is no big surprise as the
tracking failed because of the unreliability of this value. Instead we
compare the results of the tracking directions to the interpolation
created by the interpolation approach introduced in Section 4.1 and
take the direction that is more similar to the interpolation (Differ-
ent to Section 4.1 we also considers “reliable” frames for interpo-
lation). Note that it is no good idea to directly use the interpolation
approach in the motion model of a tracker as this will negatively
influence the tracking result for frames where tracker and interpo-
lation disagree. However, for selecting the better tracking direction
it is advantageous as long as the interpolation is closer to the cor-
rect result than to a random tracking failure which should be ful-
filled in most cases. If there are no ”reliable“ frames between two
user set frames we trust both directions for 50% of the way like in
Figure 3d.

3.3 Dealing with scaling
Objects might not only move in the video but also change their
size. However, a tracking approach that explicitly considering scale
variations has more degrees of freedom and is therefore less stable.
This is the reason why it is often ignored by standard tracking ap-
proaches. In our application we let the user choose which model
of scale variation to use. The three basic models we propose are
no scale variation, fixed ratio variation and free size change where
the width and height of the object can change independently. Fur-
thermore, we use an interpolated size model, which uniformly in-
terpolates the size between two user set frames. It is the most im-
portant model in our application as it is in most situations sufficient
to model the object size, while avoiding additional degrees of free-
dom.

3.4 Fusing results of different trackers
If a user tracks a sequence with different trackers he/she creates
different hypotheses for the correct tracking result. He/She can
then check manually these hypotheses and transfer the correct parts
of the single hypotheses into the final result. While this approach
is working well, it means also a lot of effort for the user if the
good parts are strongly fragmented within different tracking results.
Hence, we provide a more efficient alternative, where the different
results are fused automatically into one result. The user checks
in the first place only the fused result and only at frames where it
is wrong he decides if it is worth to check also the source results
or directly do something else like track again with more user set
bounding boxes.

To fuse the different tracking results, we first find for each frame a
reference tracking result r f :

r f = argmax
t∈Tf

∑
i∈Tf

Oα (t, i)(βG(i)+1) (1)

where Tf are the #T tracking results for a frame f and G(i) is 1 for
frames that where marked as reliable in Section 3.2, 0 otherwise.
Oα (t, i) is calculated as:

Oα (t, i) =

{
0 O(t, i)< α

O(t, i) otherwise
(2)

O(t, i) is the overlap between two tracking results calculated for



Figure 5: The user interface in the browser window

two boxes B1 and B2 in general as:

O(B1,B2) =
B1∩B2

B1∪B2
(3)

If r f is not unique it is set to the track with the most ”reliable“
frames. This is useful if only one tracker is good for a sequence.
When we have found r f we average its bounding box with the
bounding boxes of all tracking results that have an overlap of at
least α i.e. where O(r f , i) ≥ α . The weighing for the averaging is
1 for normal tracking boxes and 2 for reliable boxes because they
already were averaged in Section 3.2. If at least 50% of the boxes
are averaged we mark the fused result as reliable. Hereby we count
all reliable input boxes as β +1 boxes and normal boxes as 1 box.
The ”reliable“ marker of the fusion is not designed for further fu-
sion but only as visual output for the user interface.

4. THE USER INTERFACE
As we see interactive videos mainly as web application, we de-
signed our interactive video creator as web application. This allows
us to run the complete editing process in an Internet browser. The
user interface shown in Figure 5 consists out of several parts. In
the upper half, the video is rendered, and the user can select ob-
jects and see tracking results. Every user selection and tracking
result is represented as rectangular box. In the middle part we pro-
vide a video slider and different timelines. The video slider allows
the user to select the video region visible in the timelines. The
uppermost timeline is the main object timeline, which shows for
which frames final results are available. The status of the frames is
color-coded (blue if they are user set, dark green if there is a user
confirmed tracking result, black if the object is not visible or white

elsewhere). The subsequent timelines are tracker timelines (one
timeline for each tracker). They can additionally show tracking re-
sults not yet validated by the user in yellow and bright green1.

To check the tracking results the user can slide through the time-
lines. He can confirm correct results , which transfers them to the
main timeline and delete wrong results. Furthermore, he can mark
frames in the main timeline as ”object not visible”. All three ac-
tions can be executed on single frames as well as on user selected
regions in the timelines. The lower left selection box allows the
user to toggle between different objects in the current video and to
add new objects. The middle and right selection box allow the user
to add new trackers for the current object and to fuse the results of
existing trackers.

Figure 6: Interpolation support. The bottom timeline is the
top timeline with some user confirmed frames at contradicting
frames.

4.1 Efficient validation support
A problem when confirming tracking results is that some tracking
errors last only for a few frames. In that case a user has to check
a huge amount of frames to make sure that there are no tracking
errors. To avoid most of this effort we use a visual interface based
on tracking interpolation: we interpolate the object position data

1Bright green is used for “reliable“ frames, see section 3 for details



from user set and user confirmed frames and compare the interpo-
lation to the tracking result. We visually represent the similarity of
the tracking result and the interpolation in a color-coded heatmap
at the bottom of the user reviewed timeline. Figure 6 shows an
example of such an interpolation correlation map. In the first time-
line there are some frames where interpolation and tracking result
contradict (red and yellow). Thanks to interpolation it is sufficient
for the user to confirm only a few conflicting frames to solve all
these conflicts. Without conflicts the whole remaining sequence
can be confirmed by the user. If the user can not confirm a frame
because the tracking result is erroneous the interpolation helps him
to quickly isolate erroneous frames from correctly tracked frames.
The isolated frames can then for example be tracked again with
more user set frames.The interpolation is made with four Akima
splines from ALGLIB [3]. Two for the x and y position and two for
the width and height of the tracking box.

5. RESULTS
We tested our approach on several tracking sequences, with ground
truth data available (Figure 8). Hereby, we considered frames that
had an overlap over 0.8 (α = 80%) to the ground truth as correctly
tracked. According to our visual tests this is sufficient for com-
mon interactive video applications, where no exact object boundary
must be known. The parameter β is set to 4. The dynamic speed
variances of the particle tracker were set to:

V = 0.05c
OwOh

2
(4)

where Ow and Oh are the width and height of the object and c is 1
and 3, for the two variances. Similar values we set for the variances
of the VTD tracker.

To simulate the effect of additional user set bounding boxes we
tracked each of the sequences several times with different num-
bers of preset bounding boxes taken from the ground truth data.
By varying the number of preset frames, we can construct a dia-
gram showing the number of correctly tracked frames in relation
to the number of preset frames. This kind of evaluation contrasts
with standard tracker evaluations in the sense that they usually re-
duce to one single input frame. The positions of the preset boxes
in the video were set randomly, whereby we averaged over n = 8
runs with different random selections for each number of preset
frames. In more detail: The result value Rk

c for tracker k with c
preset bounding boxes is calculated as:

Rk
c =

1
n

n−1

∑
i=0

O∗
(

Tk(S(P
i
c)),G

)
(5)

where Pi
c are the first c values of random permutation Pi. Pi con-

tains all frame numbers IG where ground truth data is available2.
S(Pi

c) is the sequence with preset ground truth data at Pi
c and Tk(S(Pi

c))
is the tracking result for S(Pi

c) with tracker k. G is the ground truth
data and O∗ is calculated as:

O∗(T,G) =
1

#IG
∑

i ∈IG

{
0 O(T i,Gi)< α

1 otherwise
(6)

whereby T i and Gi are a tracking and ground truth box at frame i.
24 datasets have only every firth frame ground truth data available

The results can be seen in Figure 93. The x-axis of the diagrams
show the number of preset frames c, the left y-axis the percentage
of correctly tracked frames Rk

c and the right y-axis the number of
correctly tracked frames. The “User Set” curve shows the amount
of user set frames. Thus, yright = x for this curve. All the sequences
in Figure 9 were tracked with interpolated size change and the fu-
sion is created out of the tracking results of all 4 trackers. For an
explanation of “Fusion max.” see below. The figure shows that our
automatic fusion approach works quite well. For many sequences
it even outperforms all four trackers. Only for the girl sequence it
is clearly worse than the best tracker, but anyhow still better than
the second best tracker i.e. if the user does not want to validate all
4 tracking results validating the fusion is still a good choice.

As can also be seen in Figure 9 it is worth for all sequences to pre-
set a few more than one bounding box as the amount of correctly
tracked frames can thereby be raised significantly e.g. 537 frames
more are correctly tracked by setting 3 instead of 1 bounding box
for the Liquor sequence. On the other hand it is not recommend-
able to preset too many bounding boxes as the advance per box is
getting lower the more boxes are set. Towards 100% the advance
is even less than one box per preset box. The reason is that if a
box is preset for a frame that would be tracked correctly without
this preset box the advantage is zero. However, the user can sim-
ply avoid setting too many redundant boxes by iteratively tracking
several times like shown in Figure 1 i.e. in the first pass he only
sets a few bounding boxes, tracks with them and then knows where
he has to set additional boxes for the second tracking pass, because
the tracking failed there in the first pass.
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Figure 7: Singer 1 sequence without size interpolation as in
Figure 9. See text for details.

As the user probably will not set bounding boxes at random frames,
but will carefully select the frames he sets boxes for we also show
the fusion result for the best of the n runs as “Fusion max.” i.e.
the maximum instead of the average in Equation 5. Hence, the
difference of Fusion and Fusion max. gives an impression of the
impact of setting boxes at good instead of random frames. It is no
surprise that the impact is the biggest for the Singer1 sequence as
the singer undergoes strong size change and with size change it is
beneficial to select positions that are good for size interpolation.
Figure 7 shows the Singer1 sequence without size interpolation i.e.
the tracker tracks with the size the tracking box was initialized. The
result is clearly worse than with interpolation. The benefit of “Fu-
sion Max.“ is also not as big as with interpolation. This proves that

3If you wonder because of the small percentage of correctly tracked
frames at c = 1, note that we test with 80% overlap. In tracking
literature often 50% is already considered as sufficient.



good box selection is even more important with size interpolation.

Figure 10 shows the percentage of frames that where marked as
”reliable“ by a tracker [R] and the percentage of ”reliable“ marked
frames that are correct [C] i.e. have an overlap of at least α to the
ground truth. To calculate the percentage of ”reliable“ frames we
exclude user set frames i.e. 100% are all non user set frames. As
there are no ”reliable“ frames for c = 1, [C] can not be determined
there. The figure shows that our reliability measure is reliable for
most sequences. Only for two trackers of the Girl and the trackers
of the Shaking sequence the reliability is not very high. Anyhow
the shaking sequence has the best fusion result. Moreover, it is
interesting to see that in sequences where the reliability measure
worked well it even worked well if only very few frames where
marked as ”reliable“.

Note that the curves of the diagrams of Figure 9 can not directly
be compared to the curves of Figure 10. To compare them the dia-
grams in Figure 9 have to be stretched so that the ”User Set“ curve
is on the zero line, as this excludes user set boxes. However, be-
cause the ”User set“ curve is near zero for most data points direct
visual comparison is anyhow possible, there.

6. CONCLUSION
We presented a powerful semi-automatic tracking framework for
creating interactive videos. We showed that we can significantly
improve the tracking result by only a few more user set bounding
boxes. Thanks to the validation support it is possible to validate
tracking results very quickly, so that the user can go on for set-
ting additional bounding boxes at positions where tracking failed.
We think this iterative way of first setting boxes, then tracking and
finally confirming the result is a very efficient way of creating in-
teractive videos despite unreliable tracking algorithms. To further
improve the tracking result with multiple bounding boxes we in-
troduced the ideas of forward/backward tracking, size interpolation
and an interesting reliability measure. Our fusion approach, that
utilizes the reliability measure, created good results for all of our
tests. In many situations it even outperformed the best tracker. It
proved that it is a good and much faster alternative for manual fu-
sion of different tracking results. Altogether our framework turned
out to be a very fast way for semi-automatic tracking and thus for
creating interactive videos.
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Figure 8: Frames of the tracking sequences used for evaluation. From left to right: Shaking, Singer1, Liquor, David, Faceocc2, Girl.
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Figure 9: Tracking results for different tracking sequences with different count of user set frames. x-axis and right y-axis are
measured in frames, left y-axis is measured in percentage. See text for details.
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Figure 10: The percentage of ”reliable“ frames [R] and the percentage of ”reliable“ Frames that are really correct [C].
x-axis is measured in frames, y-axis is measured in percentage. See text for details.


